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Programma svolto 
 
 
Dal libro di testo: Puchta/Stranks Into English 2 – Loescher 

  

- Back Into English (ripasso del programma di prima con particolare ripresa del Present Perfect)  

- 1 Great idea!  

- 2 Be the best!  

- 3 Think green!  

- 4 Holiday or vacation? 

- 5 Rites of passage 

-6 Have fun!  

-7 A force of nature  

-8 Ways of living 

-9 Exercise your mind  

-10 Thanks to music  

 

Argomenti grammaticali trattati:  

- Present perfect simple vs simple past  

- Past continuous (vs past simple), when / while  

- Comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs – irregular forms 

- Future predictions with will / may / might 

- First conditional  

- Question tags 

- Present perfect simple: just, already, yet  

- Present simple passive; let / be allowed to 

- Present perfect simple with for and since  

- Use of the articles: a,an / the / no article 

- Past simple passive 

- Too much, too many, not enough 

- Future forms: will and to be going to  



- Determiners (compound words of some- any- every- no- ) 

- Modal verbs: must vs to have to 

- Present perfect continuous vs present perfect simple  

 

Letture effettuate sul libro di testo:  

- Unit 1 : What did they invent?    

    You could be an inventor too!     

    Into culture  

- Unit 2 : Australia almost the champions  

- Unit 3  : Think green!   

- Unit 4: Vancouver  

- Unit 5: Where boys become crocodile man    

   Bar Mitzvah 

- Unit 6: The power of  humour 

    How friendly are you?  

- Unit 7: A flying disaster    

   Tuvalu: a disaster waiting to happen 

- Unit 8: Spend the holiday of a lifetime – in a cave! 

- Unit 9: Memory: your brain is like a muscle – use it or lose it!  

- Unit 10: Music that changes lives  

 

Approfondimenti e progetti “Verso il CLIL”: lezioni in compresenza con la stagista americana 

Ashley Weimar sugli argomenti:  

- Philadelphia and High school 

- Global Warming and Climate Change  
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